SAVING TIME ON NOTETAKING
Here are some hints regarding taking notes on classroom lectures that
can save time for almost any student. Some students say that they plan to
rewrite or type their notes later. To do so is to use a double amount of
time; once to take the original notes and a second to rewrite them. The
advice is simple: DO IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME!
Second, there are some students who attempt to take notes in
shorthand. Though shorthand is a valuable tool for a secretary, it is almost
worthless for a student doing academic work. Here's why. Notes in
shorthand cannot be studied in that form. They must first be transcribed.
The act of transcribing notes takes an inordinate amount of time and energy
but does not significantly contribute to their mastery. It is far better to
have taken the notes originally in regular writing and then spend the time
after that in direct study and recitation of the notes.
Third, do not record the lesson on a cassette tape or any other tape.
The lecture on tape precludes flexibility. This statement can be better
understood when seen in the light of a person who has taken his/her notes in
regular writing. Immediately after taking the notes this person can study
them in five minutes before the next class as s/he walks toward the next
building, as s/he drinks his/her coffee, or whatever. Furthermore, this
student, in looking over his/her notes, may decide that the notes contain
only four worthwhile ideas which s/he can highlight, relegating the rest of
the lecture to obscurity. Whereas the lecture on tape has to be listened to
in its entirety including the worthwhile points as well as the "garbage,"
handwritten notes may be studied selectively. A student who takes the easy
way out - recording the lecture on tape as he or she sits back doing nothing will box him or herself into inflexibility.
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